
Cobalt RETAIL is a fully integrated business management software 

suite that includes modules for Point of Sale, Accounting, Payroll 

and more! With 30 years of experience in retail software, Cobalt 

RETAIL has evolved through industry expertise and client feedback 

to make it an efficient and user friendly business management tool. 
 

Easily manage and grow your business with Cobalt RETAIL! 

‘’Over the past 20 plus years Merlin has been an integral part of 

helping to build my business by offering great service, advice and 

software. Their hands-on approach, not only at a head office level 

but to our nationwide store group, is what sets them apart from the 

opposition.’’ 

- Mark Pedder, Managing Director, Pedders Suspension 



   

SALES 

The cobalt RETAIL sales module is designed to 

manage all your merchandise processing 

requirements, regardless of whether you are a 

small business just starting out, have several 

outlets already or have a franchise chain with 

over 100 franchisee sites. 
 

Cobalt RETAIL sales integrates with cobalt RETAIL 

accounting, allowing you to save valuable time and 

resources entering data into one system only.  

 

Its flexibility allows the system to be tailored to suit your 

company’s specific sales requirements, irrespective of the 

industry type, and covers the full range of POS 

management tasks. 

 

Our comprehensive automated reporting capabilities 

provide you with the business tools you need to 

successfully grow and expand your business. 

 

 Integrated EFTPOS 

 Quantity calculator 

 Easy creation and recall of quotes 

 Park and recall sales 

 Line and sales margin at a glance 

 Packing and picking slip printing 

 Barcode Facilities 

 Warranty and serial number tracking 

 Loyalty club system 

 Password controls 

 Fully integrated to cobalt RETAIL accounting 

 KPI, ranking and sales traffic reporting 

 Tender analysis reporting 

 Accept customer payments using BPAY 

 Contract pricing, extensive pricing structures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STOCK 

The cobalt RETAIL stock module handles all 

aspects of your inventory with ease.  
 

Supplier information allows for your stock to be ordered 

tracked, and stock-take facilities ensure your stock figures 

are under control at all times. In a multi-site environment 

(under the same corporate structure) stock can be 

transferred between sites for ease of stock control. 

 

 Three sort levels for your product file 

 Deposit products linked to master 

 Dangerous goods information 

 Rebate tracking 

 EDI facilities 

 Component assembly products 

 Alternate products 

 Sophisticated pricing matrix 

 Landed cost facilities 

 Bulk price change facilities 

 Import Price facilities 

 Scheduled promotional pricing facilities 

 Stock receipts and adjustments 

 Barcode generation 

 Open to buy facility for budget control 

 Password controls 

 Fully integrated to cobalt RETAIL accounting 

 Stock journal and stock movement reports 

 Stock re-order reports and automated re-order facilities 

 Price lists 

 

COMMISSION 
The cobalt RURAL commission module allows you to keep 

track of your commission sales. Simply process your sales, 

including your charges for freight, commission, etc. and 

generate all the relevant customer and creditor invoices. 



‘’...It is a great fit for our business 

and very user friendly…’’ 

- Tony Vaccaro, TAFCO Rural Supplies, VIC 

PAYROLL 

Specifically designed for small to medium 

businesses, cobalt RETAIL payroll is easy to use, 

fully compliant with the ATO, reduces paperwork 

while handling all superannuation requirements, 

and is integrated into cobalt RETAIL accounting. 
 

Cobalt RETAIL payroll offers the following: 

 Annual and sick leave tracking 

 Superannuation information tracking 

 Manual or automatic pay runs 

 Print or email payslips 

 Generate payroll file for online banking 

 Electronic group certificates 

 Edit tax scales as required 

 Track WorkCover requirements 

 Password controls 

 Fully integrated with Cobalt RETAIL accounting 

 Fully customisable reports 

 SuperStream compliant 

 

MULTISITE 

The cobalt RETAIL multisite module is our online 

centralised data management system, designed 

to allow you to run virtual ‘’real-time’’ controls of 

all of your sites, irrespective of whether they are 

company or franchisee owned. 
 

 Central sales reporting 

 Central debtor and creditor control 

 Stock transfers between sites (company owned) 

 Remote stock enquiry for all sites 

 Site and consolidated P&L reports 

 Central product and pricing management 

 Multisite orders for sites 
 

 

 

 

 

 

ACCOUNTING 

The cobalt RETAIL accounting module is an easy 

way to manage your creditor accounts and is 

fully integrated to both our cobalt RETAIL sales 

and cobalt RETAIL payroll modules.  
 

Cobalt RETAIL accounting is fully linked to all of our 

software modules enabling you to handle all aspects of 

your business without the need for an accounting degree. 

All financial data from cobalt general ledger is fully 

exportable, and our one-step integration process can be 

performed as often as you like, so that you know your 

reports are up to the minute. 

 

 Profit and Loss reporting 

 Accrued stock reflected in P&L reports 

 Balance sheet reporting 

 Budgeting tools 

 Bank reconciliation facilities 

 BAS worksheet 

 Scheduled journals 

 Flexible simple to use chart of accounts 

 Password controls 

 Fully integrated to all modules 

 Detailed and summary accounts payable 

 Audit reports 

 Data mining 

 Specific product integration options 

 Division breakdown 



- Keli Loeskow, Owner, Sunfam Pty Ltd 

COBALT ENTERPRISE SERVER 

Cobalt enterprise server is a unique server 

platform designed and optimised specifically to 

run cobalt RETAIL. 

 

Cobalt enterprise server is a custom built dedicated 

server unit, providing a secure environment to ensure 

cobalt RETAIL is protected from viruses or other user 

activity that could otherwise interrupt trading in cobalt 

RETAIL. 

 

Cobalt enterprise server is fully maintained with regular 

health checks and updates, and is completely covered 

under warranty by merlin SOFTWARE for the duration of 

each contract (three years). 

 

 ‘’Low cost and robust’’ thin client compatible 

 iOS (iPhone and iPad) compatible 

 Windows and Android compatible 

 Mac OSX compatible 

 Hourly backups 

 Secure encrypted off site backups 

 Automatic program upgrades 
 Compatible with most existing computer hardware 
 

 

 

 

 

 

SERVICES 

We don’t believe in taking your hard earned 

dollars and sending you a box with a sheet of 

instructions. Our monthly software contract fee 

covers full support of all cobalt RETAIL 

modules. 
 

Our sensible monthly contract fee includes a fully 

supported cobalt enterprise server, full access to our 

support team for online or telephone assistance and all 

standard software upgrades released per year. 

 

A remote training allowance is included in all new 

installation quotes, and we strive to organise our training 

sessions to maximise your time and resources, 

particularly in terms of tailoring training of specific 

software modules to your relevant team members. 

Additional remote training blocks can be purchased as 

required at any time. 

 

Database conversion from your existing system is 

possible in most cases, and offers you a chance to ‘clean 

up’ all your master file records for your cobalt RETAIL 

system to begin with a stable foundation. 

 

 Configuration of the system to suit your business 

 Training of your relevant staff in each module of the 

software 

 POS, Computer and other IT hardware and software 

 Hardware quotes from major suppliers 

 Website and email hosting under your domain name 

(additional charge)  

 Quarterly software upgrades included 

‘’The program works wonderfully 

across the board for our business 

and their support for us in using their 

system is exceptional.’’ 

Merlin Software Pty Ltd 

240   280 Morphett Road 

North Plympton SA 5037 

T 08 8354 1600 F 08 8354 1900 

sales@merlinsoftware.com.au 


